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Abstract Transaction logs from online search engines are valuable for two reasons: First,
they provide insight into human information-seeking behavior. Second, log data can be
used to train user models, which can then be applied to improve retrieval systems. This
article presents a study of logs from PubMed, the public gateway to the MEDLINE
database of bibliographic records from the medical and biomedical primary literature.
Unlike most previous studies on general Web search, our work examines user activities
with a highly-specialized search engine. We encode user actions as string sequences and
model these sequences using n-gram language models. The models are evaluated in terms
of perplexity and in a sequence prediction task. They help us better understand how
PubMed users search for information and provide an enabler for improving users’ search
experience.
Keywords Search behavior  Query log analysis
1 Introduction
Information seeking is fundamentally an iterative activity that involves multiple interac-
tions between a user and a search system. With the advent of online search engines, it has
become standard practice to store records of users’ activities—commonly known as search
transaction logs (or query logs, as a special case). These resources are useful for two main
reasons: First, they shed light on human information-seeking behavior—what users want
and how they go about accomplishing it (e.g., Silverstein et al. 1999; Beitzel et al. 2004;
Rose and Levinson 2004; Jansen and Spink 2006). Second, log data can be exploited to
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improve the user’s search experience; examples include query suggestion (Anick 2003; Cui
et al. 2003) and improved ranking (Agichtein et al. 2006; Joachims et al. 2007).
The nature of users’ interactions with search engines depends on many factors,
including characteristics of the user, type of task, problem domain, etc. While there has
been a significant amount of work on analysis of search logs, previous studies have almost
exclusively focused on general Web search; see Jansen and Spink (2006) for an overview.
In this article, we present an analysis of logs from the PubMed search engine (more details
in Sect. 2). Note that due to the subject domain of PubMed (the life sciences) and the
demographic profile of its users (biologists, physicians, clinical researchers, etc.), our
dataset differs significantly from typical Web search logs, such as those collected by
Google or Yahoo, which represent a broader demographic and a greater variety of user
needs. However, these differences are not the subject of this article.
Our work has two main goals: First, we wish to better understand how users interact
with PubMed (Sects. 3, 5). Second, we wish to build computational models of user–system
interactions as a first step to improving the search experience. This article explores the idea
that users’ actions can be encoded as a string sequence and modeled using n-gram language
models (Sect. 4). We evaluate these models both in terms of perplexity and in a sequence
prediction task.
2 PubMed transaction logs
PubMed is the public gateway to MEDLINE, the authoritative repository of bibliographic
records from the medical and biomedical primary literature, and more broadly, topics in the
life sciences ranging from biophysics to public health.1 Both resources are maintained by
the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM). As of March 2008, MEDLINE contains
over 17.8 m records (called citations) dating back to 1949, all with basic bibliographic
information. In addition, most records (especially those added in more recent decades)
contain abstract text, and increasingly, links to full text. Citations are added to MEDLINE
at a rate of approximately 65k records a month. PubMed is frequently used by physicians,
scientists (e.g., biologists, biochemists), and lay-people to solve complex tasks (particu-
larly the first two groups). Although PubMed provides access to a wealth of resources (e.g.,
gene databases, sequence information, etc.), this study focuses specifically on users’
interaction with MEDLINE.
PubMed is a sophisticated Boolean search engine that allows users to query not only on
title and abstract text, but also on metadata fields (e.g., journal or author) and using
controlled vocabulary MeSH terms. PubMed also provides a number of pre-defined
‘‘search templates’’, which allow users to narrow the scope of the articles that are retrieved
(Haynes et al. 1994). These filters are implemented as fixed Boolean query fragments that
the system automatically appends to each query.
This work examines transaction logs gathered over an 8-day span, June 20–27, 2007.
The basic unit of analysis is the session, which is tracked through a browser cookie.
Sessions are comprised of transactions, each of which corresponds to a CGI invocation.
Due to the nature of this tracking mechanism, a user who engages PubMed with multiple
browser windows (or tabs) will show up as a single session, since there is no effective way
to separate the source of the CGI requests. Note that our definition of a session is very
coarse-grained; we explore different segmentation techniques in Sect. 3.
1 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/medline.html.
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The logs contain a wealth of information, including timestamp and details of the CGI
invocation (encoded parameters), which allows us to reconstruct with reasonable accuracy
the actions of a particular user. Certain client-side actions, such as use of the browser
‘‘back’’ button, are not captured, although it is possible to infer some of these behaviors.
This data provides a unique glimpse into the actions of PubMed users—although PubMed
queries have been previously studied (Herskovic et al. 2007), this work represents the first
systematic analysis of session data. Although there have been previous studies of trans-
action logs from search systems for the medical literature, e.g., studies on PaperChase
(Horowitz et al. 1983; King 1991) and Grateful Med (Cahan 1989), our work involves
significantly more data and users. It is our intention to make an appropriately-processed
version of this dataset available to the research community.
In addition to the domain, we note another unique characteristic of our logs. Whereas
most datasets studied by academic researchers contain only search queries (Jansen and
Spink 2006), our logs capture all interactions between the user and PubMed. In fact, search
queries account for only 33% of user actions. A more complete record allows us to
construct richer models of users’ activities and understand their browsing behaviors (see
Sect. 5).
Over the 8-day span, we observed a total of 8.68 m sessions, totaling 41.8 m transac-
tions (for clarity, we refer to this as the raw dataset). A number of filters were first applied
to discard sessions not of interest. We found that 63.2%, or 5.49 m sessions, consisted of
only one transaction—most of these represent direct access into MEDLINE, e.g., through
an embedded link or another search engine; this number is consistent with previous studies
on Web search (Jansen and Spink 2006). Although single-transaction sessions account for a
large portion of all traffic, we discarded them since they do not represent interesting user
behavior. At the other end of the spectrum, we discarded all sessions with more than 500
transactions (an arbitrary threshold), since they were likely to be robots spidering the
collection. This removes only 162 sessions, but 271k transactions. Finally, we removed
sessions in which the user was not primarily engaged with MEDLINE. In addition to
bibliographic records, PubMed provides access to other databases (e.g., gene records),
which are not of interest for this study. As a heuristic, we discarded sessions in which more
than half the transactions did not involve MEDLINE; this removed an additional 2.72 m
sessions. Ultimately, we ended up with a dataset containing 476k sessions, 7.65 m
transactions; for clarity, we refer to this as the filtered dataset. Although the size of the
dataset after applying these filters is a fraction of the original raw dataset, we argue that the
processing steps allow us to focus on ‘‘interesting’’ user behavior, at least for the purposes
of this study. Note that similar filtering is often applied to general Web query logs so that a
researcher can focus on phenomena of interest. For example, previous analyses (Rose and
Levinson 2004; Broder 2002) have found that, depending on the actual dataset, up to a
quarter of all queries are navigational in nature, and up to a third of all queries are intended
to locate a particular resource (e.g., finding a currency converter or downloading a video
clip) rather than to gather information.
Building on Murray et al. (2006), the main idea explored in this work is to analyze user
activities with n-gram language models; cf. (Chen and Cooper 2002). This is accomplished
by first mapping classes of user actions into symbols drawn from a finite alphabet. Our
encoding is shown in Table 1. Thus, sessions can be represented as sequences of symbols,
and building computational models of users’ activities can be recast into a sequence
modeling problem. For reference, Table 1 also shows the distribution of the 7.65 m user
actions in the filtered dataset. The following are the beginnings of three sample sessions
encoded according to our scheme:





Even disregarding details such as the actual query and the timestamp, it is possible to
construct an understanding of user behavior in each of these cases. In the first example, the
sequence of R’s indicate that the user examined four MEDLINE citations on the same
result page. The long sequences of Q’s in the second session suggest that the user had
difficulty formulating a good PubMed query. The sequence of N’s in the third example
indicates that the user looked at several pages of results without selecting a MEDLINE
citation to examine in detail, before finally giving up and issuing a different query.
3 Session segmentation
We first tackled the session segmentation problem. Note that there is no consistent defi-
nition of a ‘‘session’’ in the literature. For some researchers, sessions are semantic in
nature. As an example, He and Go¨ker (2000) proposed that ‘‘the start and end of a session
are the points where the role behind a query changes’’, which intimately ties the notion of a
session to information-seeking tasks. For others, sessions are non-semantic constructs,
defined purely in terms of temporal inactivity (Silverstein et al. 1999) or in terms of the
granularity at which the log data is gathered (Jansen et al. 2000). We adopted the second
approach, defining sessions in terms of browser cookies. Despite differences in
Table 1 Mapping of PubMed transactions into symbols representing different action types
Query: the user issued a PubMed query 2518955 32.9%
Retrieve: the user clicked on a search result to display a MEDLINE record, which
contains bibliographic information and abstract text (in most cases). This view
provides a link to the full-text article if available, but these actions are not recorded in
our logs. The view of the MEDLINE record also contains links to five related articles
(see below)
3036158 39.7%
Next: the user requested the next page of search results. PubMed displays 20 hits per page 658214 8.6%
Related Link: the user clicked on a related article link. Whenever the user examines a
MEDLINE record, the right panel of the browser window is automatically populated
with titles of the 5 related articles most similar in content to the one currently being
examined (Lin and Wilbur 2007). This feature allows the user to browse citations
without explicitly issuing new queries (Lin et al. 2008)
284974 3.7%
More links: the user requested more related articles. In the MEDLINE record view, only
the top 5 related articles are shown; however, more related articles can be requested via
a separate link
52546 0.7%
Modify View: the user manipulated search results using advanced features in the
‘‘Limits’’ tab of the PubMed interface. Options in that tab allow the user to restrict the
retrieved set in terms of journal, author, availability, date, etc.
515720 6.7%
P (other MEDLINE): catch-all category for other MEDLINE-related actions. These
include actions in the ‘‘Preview/Index’’, ‘‘History’’, ‘‘Clipboard’’, and ‘‘Details’’ tabs of
the PubMed interface, as well as clicks on the ‘‘LinkOut’’ resource supplied by external
providers
287604 3.8%
X (other PubMed): catch-all category for other actions not involving MEDLINE (e.g.,
access to gene records)
291104 3.8%
Total 7645275
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terminology, there is nevertheless consensus that user activities can be segmented into
‘‘meaningful’’ units.
To reduce confusion, we use the term ‘‘episode’’ to refer to meaningful units of
activities within sessions. An episode might, for example, correspond to a specific infor-
mation-seeking task. Although the identification of these units is difficult without
understanding the semantics of users’ queries, temporal information alone provides sig-
nificant information (Catledge and Pitkow 1995; He and Goker 2000). That is, a system
could segment a sequence of user actions into episodes based on periods of inactivity. This
method is extremely fast (a pre-requisite for online processing) and sidesteps thorny issues
of query semantics. In addition, methods based purely on temporal information do not raise
privacy concerns, compared to methods that depend on the actual semantics of the user
action (e.g., queries and clickthroughs).
What should this inactivity threshold be? Naturally, we face a tradeoff: the longer the
duration, the more likely we are to create episodes that span multiple, possibly unrelated,
information-seeking tasks. On the other hand, shorter durations may yield incomplete
episode fragments. For example, if the user spends a long time reading a result page, and
then returns to continue browsing additional search results, the system might infer multiple
episodes if the threshold is too short.
However, this tradeoff can be used to our advantage: in absence of ‘‘ground truth’’,
segmenting sessions into episodes based on different thresholds can serve as a probe into
users’ behavior, by analyzing the characteristics of the resulting episodes. We did exactly
this, segmenting sessions based on different inactivity thresholds, ranging from 5 to 60 min
in 5 min increments. The line marked by diamonds in Fig. 1 denotes the total number of
episodes that is generated at each threshold. Naturally, smaller thresholds generate more
episodes. The line marked by filled squares represents the number of singleton episodes
(i.e., episodes with only one transaction); the line marked by empty squares represents the
number of singleton episodes consisting of a citation retrieval. The ratio between these two
values is expressed as a percentage above the filled squares, i.e., the percentage of sin-
gleton episodes where the user retrieved a MEDLINE record. Note that from the citation
view, users can access available full text (these actions are not recorded in our logs). We
see that nearly 70% of all singleton episodes are retrievals.
Combined with the observation that about 60% of episodes end with a retrieval
(regardless of threshold), we infer that singleton retrieval episodes are likely to be an
extension of the previous episode—since the user is directly accessing MEDLINE content.
By comparing these results with figures cited in Jansen and Spink (2004), we conclude that
PubMed users spend a longer period of time examining content. This makes sense given
the more complex tasks that PubMed users typically engage in—for example, physicians
searching for clinical evidence in the context of patient care (De Groote and Dorsch 2003;
Herskovic et al. 2007), biologists combing the literature for studies that link a particular
gene to a disease (Hersh et al. 2005, 2007).
Figure 2 shows the distribution of episodes in terms of two different measures of length:
number of transactions (top) and duration (bottom). For both graphs, we show the results of
segmentation based on three representative thresholds: 5, 15, and 30 min. The plots for
even longer thresholds are not substantially different from the plot for the 30-min
threshold, and unfortunately showing any more lines would result in too much clutter.
Duration is measured as the time difference between the first transaction of the episode and
the last transaction (thus singleton episodes have zero duration). The bottom graph shows
duration binned in increments of 5 min, e.g., increment 6 corresponds to all durations
between 25 and 30 min long. In terms of number of interactions, the median episode length
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is 3 with an inactivity threshold of 5 and 10 min; 4 with a threshold of 15, 20, 25, 30 min; 5
with any longer thresholds. In terms of duration, the median episode length is less than
5 min for an inactivity threshold of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 min, rising to between 5 and
10 min for any longer thresholds. In both cases, the means are much larger than the
medians since the distributions exhibit long tail characteristics.
Note that a meaningful comparison between PubMed data and data from general-
purpose Web search engines (e.g., Google or Yahoo) is difficult, since most existing logs
available to academic researchers contain only queries; see overview in Jansen and Spink
(2006). In the case of PubMed, we have shown that episode boundaries cannot be accu-
rately delineated without records of citation retrievals, since PubMed users may spend
significant time examining MEDLINE citations.
These results seem to suggest that the choice of threshold is perhaps not as significant as
one might think. With the exception of the 5-min threshold (which seems too short given
the discussion above), the plots for episode length distribution don’t actually differ by
much. In terms of transactions, longer thresholds are primarily reducing the number of
singleton episodes, which are mostly citation retrievals. This has the effect of appending an
additional ‘R’ symbol at the end of other sequences, and has a relatively minor effect for
the experiments we describe in subsequent sections. Similarly, different thresholds have
relatively minor impact on episode duration (disregarding the 5-min threshold).
To determine if there is any value in our simple notion of episodes and to better
facilitate subsequent computational modeling, we prepared another dataset, which we refer
to as the episode dataset. From the original set of filtered sessions we obtained a set of
episodes by first segmenting the logs using a 30-min threshold. We then discarded the
following:
• all singleton episodes (since they cannot contribute to the user action prediction task we






















Analysis of Singleton Episodes
65.5%
67.2%
68.1% 68.5% 68.9% 69.2% 69.4% 69.6% 69.9% 70.1% 70.2% 70.3%
all episodes
singleton episodes (all actions)
singleton episodes (abstract retrieval)
Fig. 1 Characteristics of episodes generated by applying different thresholds to segment sessions. Values
above each filled square indicate the percentage of singleton episodes that consists of a single retrieve action
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• all episodes that do not involve MEDLINE, i.e., consisting exclusively of the symbol
‘X’ (since our study focuses on searching MEDLINE);
• all episodes that do not begin with a query (since they often represent direct access into
MEDLINE, i.e., through another search engine, and we are primarily interested in
studying search with PubMed).
From the 476k sessions in the filtered dataset, we ended up with 373k episodes containing
4.34 m transactions. For convenience, a summary of all datasets mentioned in this article is













Episode Length (number of transactions)
Distribution of Episode Length from PubMed: Number of Transactions
segmentation with 5 min. threshold
segmentation with 15 min. threshold













Episode Length (duration in intervals of 5 minutes)
Distribution of Episode Length from PubMed: Duration
segmentation with 5 min. threshold
segmentation with 15 min. threshold
segmentation with 30 min. threshold
Fig. 2 Distribution of episode length, in terms of number of transactions (top) and duration (bottom).
Duration is binned in 5 min intervals (e.g., ‘5’ represents intervals between 20 and 25 min)
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4 Modeling user activities
One advantage of encoding user actions as sequences of symbols is the ability to use
standard natural language processing techniques to build computational models of user
activity. In this work, we experimented with n-gram language models. Language models
define a probability distribution over string sequences:
Pðw1w2w3. . .wn1wnÞ  Pðwn1Þ ð1Þ
In language processing, this typically means sequences of words; see Manning and
Schu¨tze (1999) for an overview. In our application, we are modeling sequences of symbols,
each of which represent a user action. By the chain rule of probability theory:
Pðwn1Þ ¼ Pðw1ÞPðw2jw1ÞPðw3jw1w2Þ. . .Pðwnjw1w2. . .wn1Þ ð2Þ





Due to the extremely large number of parameters involved in estimating such a model,
it is customary to make the Markov assumption, that the sequence histories only depend on
prior local context. That is, an n-gram language model is equivalent to a (n - 1)-order
Markov model. Thus, we can approximate P(wk|w1
k-1) as follows:
bigrams: Pðwkjwk11 Þ  Pðwkjwk1Þ ð5Þ
trigrams: Pðwkjwk11 Þ  Pðwkjwk1wk2Þ ð6Þ
n-grams: Pðwkjwk11 Þ  Pðwkjwk1knþ1Þ ð7Þ
In this work, we used the SRI Language Modeling Toolkit (Stolcke 2002), a standard
package commonly used by the computational linguistics and speech processing com-
munities. Standard settings were used: Good-Turing discounting (Chen and Goodman
1996) and Katz backoff for smoothing (Katz 1987). For building the language models, we
used both the filtered session data and the episode data, as summarized in Table 2. The
datasets were divided in the following manner: for the filtered session dataset, a 400/76k
training/test split; for the episode dataset, a 300/73k split. We varied the order of n-grams
from 2-gram (bigrams) up to 8-gram.
In our first experiment, we built language models on training data and then evaluated





 log2 PmðtiÞ ð8Þ
Table 2 Summary of the three
datasets referenced in this article
Dataset Size Brief description
Raw 8.68 m sessions, 41.8 m trans. Unprocessed logs
Filtered 476k sessions, 7.65 m trans. Filtered sessions
Episode 373k episodes, 4.34 m trans. Filtered episodes
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where Pm(ti) denotes the probability assigned by language model m and where the test data
T is composed of sequences (t1, t2,…,tn) containing a total of NT symbols. The cross
entropy is inversely related to the average probability a model assigns to sentences in the
test data, and it is accepted that lower entropy models are preferable. Following common
practices of the speech community, we report perplexity instead of cross entropy (H),
where perplexity is 2H. One advantage is that the measure has an intuitive reading: a
perplexity of k means that one is as surprised on average as one would have been guessing
from k equiprobable choices at each symbol in the sequence.
Results for the perplexity experiments are shown in Fig. 3 for both filtered session data
and episode data. We see that perplexity does decrease with higher-order models, although
it appears that nothing is gained beyond 6-grams, and perplexity actually increases slightly
due to the increasing sparsity of higher-order n-grams. Nevertheless, these results do
suggest that there is regularity in sequences of user actions, and that this regularity can be
modeled by taking into account history of previous actions.
In our second experiment, we applied the language models to a sequence prediction
task. That is, after observing the user’s current history of actions, can the model ‘‘guess’’
what the user is going to do next? The prediction is performed as follows: given a sequence
of actions, the system generates eight sequences, one corresponding to each possible next
user action. These sequences are then scored by the language model; the user action that
generates the most probable sequence is then predicted.
The experimental runs were structured in the following manner: a sequence of n user
actions (either from a single session or episode, depending on the dataset) is divided into
n - 1 trials. At each trial, the system’s task is to predict the next symbol, provided the
history. Note that this experimental setup places higher-order n-gram models at a disad-
vantage, since for the first few predictions of any session or episode, information learned
from higher-order n-grams cannot be exploited. However, this procedure does have the













Perplexity of N-Gram Language Models
Session data
Episode data
Fig. 3 Perplexity of session and episode test data on different n-gram language models
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Experiments were conducted using the language models built from the training data.
From the session test data, we selected 10k sessions for testing prediction accuracy, which
yielded 154,333 trials. From the episode data, we selected 20k episodes, which yielded
213,107 trials. We measured the accuracy of the predictions by comparing system output
with the actual user actions—these results are shown in Fig. 4. The error bars denote the
99% confidence intervals, as computed by the Clopper-Pearson method for calculating
exact binomial confidence intervals (Clopper and Pearson 1934). Due to the large number


































User Action Prediction Accuracy Using Different N-Gram Language Models (Episodes)
Fig. 4 Accuracy of predicting next user action using different n-gram language models: session data on top,
episode data on bottom. Solid line in each graph indicates baseline (most frequent class)
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differences. In both graphs, the solid line indicates the baseline (frequency of most com-
mon class: 0.388 for episode, 0.397 for sessions).
Results from the prediction accuracy experiment are consistent with the perplexity
evaluation. For both session and episode data, 5-gram models significantly outperform
4-gram and lower order models. The differences in prediction accuracy between 5-, 6-, 7-,
and 8-gram models are not statistically significant for both session and episode data. To
facilitate comparison, the scales of the bar graphs in Fig. 4 are the same. We can see that
relative to the baseline, prediction accuracy is slightly higher on episode data than it is on
session data: for example, 6-gram prediction accuracy for episodes is 0.503 or 30% above
the baseline, while 6-gram prediction accuracy for sessions is 0.508 or 28% above the
baseline. Recall that, by construction, the episode data contained more ‘‘interesting’’
sequences of user activities—these results suggest that there is some value in the episodes
generated by our simple session segmentation technique.
5 Detecting activity collocates
By encoding users’ actions as string sequences, we can leverage well-known natural
language processing techniques to identify interesting patterns. Computational linguists
have devised a number of techniques for extracting collocations, or commonly-occurring
patterns of words; see Pearce (2002) for a survey. Can such techniques be applied to help
us better understand user behavior?
First, what would collocations in activity sequences derived from our logs mean?
Collocations in natural language are co-occurring words that appear more frequently than
one would expect by chance; often, their semantics are non-compositional (e.g., compound
nouns, verb-particle constructions, etc.). In our context, collocations represent sequences
of actions that are ‘‘surprising’’ and ‘‘meaningful’’. These ‘‘activity collocates’’ might
encapsulate fragments of information-seeking strategies or ‘‘idioms’’ that PubMed
searchers have adopted, and analyzing such sequences could reveal interesting insights
about user behavior. Depending on the absolute frequency of occurrence, these informa-
tion-seeking strategies might be relatively common, or exclusively used by a small
population.
To find activity collocates, we used Pointwise Mutual Information (Church and Hanks
1990) to score n-grams from our language models:
PMIða1; a2; . . .; anÞ ¼ log pða1; a2; . . .; anÞ
pða1Þpða2Þ. . .pðanÞ
That is, PMI quantifies the probability of seeing a particular sequence relative to the
probability that the individual symbols making up the sequence co-occurred randomly. We
opted for PMI instead of more complex formulations such as the log likelihood ratio
(Dunning 1993) since our alphabet is small and thus our modeling task is not plagued by
problems associated with rare events; cf. (Moore 2004).
Table 3 shows the top five activity collocates in terms of PMI for 2-, 3-, 4-action
sequences. Analysis was performed on the 400k training samples in the filtered session
data, but the episode data gives rise to similar results. The table also shows the log
probability of each n-gram to quantify the prevalence of that particular pattern. For ref-
erence, the most frequently-occurring patterns of activity are shown in Table 4. Note that
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in both cases, we discarded patterns that involved non-MEDLINE actions (the symbol
‘X’), since the probabilities of those actions are distorted by our data preparation process.
In the PubMed interface, the detailed view of a MEDLINE citation (which contains
bibliographic information, and in most cases, abstract text) is accompanied by five links to
related articles, as suggested by a probabilistic content-similarity algorithm (Lin and
Wilbur 2007). Below the five titles is an option to see a longer list of related articles.
Action ‘L’ represents a click on one of these suggested article titles; action ‘M’ represents a
click on the option to see a longer list of related articles. Overall, ‘L’ and ‘M’ represent
Table 3 Top five 2-, 3-, and
4-sequence activity collocates,
ranked by PMI value
L = related link, M = more
links, N = next, P = other
MEDLINE
Sequence Count log p PMI
L L 100447 -1.77 1.08
L M 10778 -2.74 0.84
P P 53218 -2.05 0.80
N N 224020 -1.42 0.71
M M 1258 -3.67 0.64
L L L 55087 -2.00 2.27
L L M 5337 -3.02 1.99
M M M 162 -4.53 1.94
P P P 23421 -2.37 1.90
M R M 4225 -3.12 1.60
M M M M 44 -5.07 3.56
L L L L 33315 -2.19 3.51
L L L M 3002 -3.24 3.20
P P P P 14128 -2.57 3.14
L M M M 33 -5.20 2.71
Table 4 Top five most fre-
quently-observed 2-, 3-, and
4-sequences of actions, ranked by
absolute frequency
Q = query, R = retrieve,
N = next
Sequence Count log p PMI
R R 1108739 -0.73 0.07
Q Q 905413 -0.82 0.15
Q R 729704 -0.91 -0.03
R Q 670231 -0.95 -0.06
N N 224020 -1.42 0.71
R R R 605996 -0.96 0.24
Q Q Q 497841 -1.05 0.40
R Q R 281937 -1.29 -0.01
Q R R 271682 -1.31 -0.03
Q Q R 255293 -1.34 0.03
R R R R 379589 -1.14 0.46
Q Q Q Q 305904 -1.23 0.70
Q R R R 124797 -1.62 0.06
Q Q Q R 119846 -1.64 0.21
R Q Q Q 109770 -1.68 0.17
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3.7% and 0.7% of all transactions, respectively, yet most of the activity collocates involve
these two actions. That is, these sequences occur far more frequently than one would
expect by chance. Consecutive L’s indicate that the user was clicking on related article
suggestions repeatedly (navigating from citation to citation); consecutive M’s indicate that
the user was navigating from lists of related articles to other lists of related articles
(essentially, using MEDLINE citations repeatedly as ‘‘queries’’ to retrieve lists of similar
citations).
Our analysis suggests that browsing related articles (in its two forms) represents a
deliberate information-seeking strategy, or more generally, a distinct way of using Pub-
Med. Furthermore, once users begin browsing the collection in this manner, they are likely
to continue—as shown by the long sequences of ‘L’ and ‘M’ actions in Table 3. Com-
plementary evidence presented in Lin et al. (2008) supports an even stronger claim, that
the feature is indeed useful and effective for information seeking. Through analysis of
document networks connected via content-similarity links, Lin et al. showed that for
typical information needs, relevant documents tend to cluster together. Therefore, a user
can navigate from relevant document to relevant document via these links. Finally, these
results are consistent with previous studies that demonstrate the effectiveness of content-
similarity browsing in simulated environments (Wilbur and Coffee 1994; Smucker and
Allan 2006; Lin and Smucker 2008). Although similar features are available in many Web
search engines, we are not aware of any published evidence regarding their effectiveness.
The other activity collocates are comprised of N’s (next page) and P’s (other MEDLINE
actions). The ‘‘N N’’ sequence suggests that users are often persistent in examining the
retrieved set—that is, they browse through at least two pages of PubMed results (each of
which contains 20 citations). A natural explanation is the recall-oriented nature of typical
tasks that PubMed users engage in, e.g., physicians searching for clinical evidence or
biologists searching for relevant literature. This behavior stands in contrast with general
Web search, where users are much more cursory in their consumption of search results. For
example, Jansen et al. (2000) observed that 58% of users don’t look past the first page of
results (10 hits), and only around 10% of users view results past the fourth page.
As described in Table 1, the symbol ‘P’ serves as a catch-all category for otherwise
uncategorized MEDLINE-related actions. These include actions in the ‘‘Preview/Index’’,
‘‘History’’, ‘‘Clipboard’’, and ‘‘Details’’ tabs of the PubMed interface, as well as clicks on the
‘‘LinkOut’’ resource supplied by external providers. Examination of the logs reveals that
sequences of P’s represent activities of advanced PubMed users. For example, the ‘‘Preview/
Index’’ tab allows the user to see the number of hits that would be retrieved by a particular
query—an important feature for Boolean retrieval since the result set size is often difficult to
control. The ‘‘History’’ tab allows the user to revisit previously-issued queries. Overall, such
actions are rare (only 3.8% of all page views in the filtered session dataset), but we observe
consecutive P’s having high PMI. As with sequences of consecutive L’s and M’s, we believe
that this represents a distinct mode of information seeking—for example, an advanced user
encountering difficulty in choosing good search terms might switch to the ‘‘Preview/Index’’
tab as a tool for assisting in the query formulation process.
Focusing on Table 4, it is not surprising that the most frequent patterns of activity
comprise mostly of ‘Q’ (query) and ‘R’ (retrieve) actions. Together, they account for
nearly three quarters of total transactions. Sequences of these two actions represent perhaps
the ‘‘core’’ of information-seeking behavior: issuing queries, examining results, and
reformulating previous queries. We also note that activity collocates (i.e., those in Table 3)
aren’t necessarily rare in terms of absolute frequency. For example, ‘‘N N’’ is the 5th most
frequent 2-gram and ‘‘L L’’ is the 13th most frequent 2-gram.
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Some frequent n-grams actually have surprisingly high PMI values. For example, we
observe the prevalence of long query sequences. One possible interpretation is that at least
some users experience difficulty formulating Boolean queries. Since almost all commercial
Web search engines implement some sort of best-match algorithm, users have grown
accustomed to using ranked retrieval systems. In contrast, the query formulation process in
PubMed may feel quite foreign. In fact, based on analysis of a separate set of logs, we
found that approximately a fifth of all PubMed queries return zero results. Related to these
challenges is the difficulty associated with controlling the result set size, which is another
characteristic of Boolean retrieval. For example, adding an additional term to a query that
retrieves 1000 hits might yield 0 hits (this helps to explain the usefulness of the ‘‘Preview/
Index’’ tab in the PubMed interface, for searchers who are aware of the functionality).
These issues point to query formulation aids as features that could potentially benefit many
PubMed users.
The sequences of consecutive repeated actions in both Tables 3 and 4 suggest an
interesting behavior pattern: once a user commits to an action, he or she is likely to
repeat the same action again. We can quantify this by computing P(L|L)/P(L); that is,
how much more likely is action ‘L’ to follow another action ‘L’ (compared to chance)?
The answer in this case is around 12 times more likely: ‘L’ follows another ‘L’ about
45% of the time. We computed similar values for longer sequences and for other actions,
the results of which are shown in Fig. 5. Given the above discussion, the plots for action
‘L’ and action ‘N’ (next result page) are not unexpected: once users begin browsing
related articles or pages in the result set, they are likely to continue doing so. However,
we also observe the same effect for Query and Retrieve (albeit the effects are more
minor): given a consecutive sequence of four ‘Q’ or ‘R’ actions, we are 2.07 and 1.86
more likely to see another ‘Q’ or ‘R’, respectively. This appears to support our char-
acterization of PubMed users as ‘‘persistent’’, which makes sense given the complex
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Fig. 5 Relative likelihood of observing a particular action after a consecutive sequence of the same action.
For example, the probability of ‘L’ followed by another ‘L’ is 12 times higher than expected by chance
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6 Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrate that simple n-gram models can capture regularities in users’
activities, based only on a rough characterization of their actions. With these techniques,
we are able to identify activity collocates and characterize interesting patterns of behavior.
Overall, the models are able to correctly predict the user’s next action about half the time.
We find this to be promising, considering the impoverished input—no temporal infor-
mation (beyond pre-segmented sequences), no information about the semantics of the
user’s actions (e.g., queries they issued, the contents of the pages they clicked on, etc.). Of
course, models can be enriched by exactly such data to provide a more accurate picture of
users’ behavior. However, the biggest barrier to this is not technological, but rather one
related to policy: concerns over invasion of privacy and release of personally-sensitive
information. For a discussion, see Murray and Teevan (2007). In this respect, log-mining
techniques that are able to extract information from impoverished datasets are particularly
valuable, since they alleviate these concerns. For academic researchers, it is more likely
that such datasets can be shared.
While user modeling may be interesting in itself, our ultimate goal is to exploit such
models to improve the search experience. We believe that user models can be used in three
major ways:
• Predictively. In anticipation of what the user is likely to do next, the system can provide
customized assistance. One might consider this as a generalization of query suggestion
techniques that have been proposed (Anick 2003; Cui et al. 2003). That is, in addition
to suggesting related search terms, the system might offer helpful actions. For example,
activity collocates might be generalized into a library of ‘‘search strategies’’ and
presented as search aids. For example, the system may suggest something like, ‘‘similar
users have found related article links to be helpful—perhaps you might want to
consider…’’
• Retrospectively. Computational models can help systems automatically cluster and
classify user behavior. Results in Sect. 4 offer some possibilities for how this might be
accomplished. The biggest application is user profiling and demographic modeling,
which is highly relevant to many tasks ranging from personalized search (Eirinaki and
Vazirgiannis 2003; Shen et al. 2005) to targeted advertisement.
• Prescriptively. That is, results of log-based studies could be used as a basis for
educating users on effective search strategies. This is not an unrealistic scenario in the
context of PubMed: due to the nature of its users and their work, PubMed searchers are
often willing to learn effective search techniques and advanced features.2
We believe that this work represents an enabler for such advances. Transaction logs help
us better understand how PubMed users search for information and provide a valuable
resource for building computational models of user activities. We demonstrated how user
actions can be encoded as string sequences and captured with n-gram language models.
The application of natural language processing techniques to tackle this information
retrieval problem provides an example of how the two fields might productively
collaborate.
2 Empirical evidence for this claim is demonstrated by the numerous tutorials and mini-courses offered on
PubMed, as any casual Web search will reveal.
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